
 
 

EACP proposal for the Clean Aviation 
Partnership 

1. What is EACP? 
EACP is a European network of 45 aerospace clusters from 18 countries, which was initiated 
by the city of Hamburg in 2009 and co-funded by the European Commission.  
 
Currently the EACP comprises: 

 5000 companies (of which 4500+ SMEs)  

 500 research institutes and universities  

 200 regional public authorities.  
 

Each cluster is an expert on its regional players, competences and structures. Regional 
aerospace clusters bring together stakeholders and competences in order to create 
ecosystems (“triple helix” concept: industry + research institutes & universities + public 
authorities) and develop co-operation and synergies between their members.  
 
The direct involvement of public authorities in the construction and development of the 
clusters of EACP allows the initiation of specific programmes for the regional aerospace 
actors. As a strong driver of innovation, the network constantly supports the teaming up of 
European players for joint projects on all levels from policy to research, from networking to 
business-oriented missions. 
 
The main overall objective of EACP is to foster the global competitiveness of European 
Aerospace SMEs through intense inter-cluster collaboration, information exchange and the 
definition of common strategic positions around sectorial policies.  

2. Objectives and Motivation 
The vision for a European Partnership for Clean Aviation is to make a strong contribution 
from the aerospace sector towards a climate neutral Europe. The idea is to enable both a 
zero-emissions air transport by 2050 as well as a worldwide safe, sustainable and affordable 
mobility for everyone. This very ambitious objective can only be achieved by exploiting 
Europe’s innovation potential to the full extent. Supporting this objective, the EACP aims at 
aligning regional objectives with the Green Deal and to become a trusted partner for the 
Clean Aviation Programme and all related EU institutions. 

The EACP comprises a lot of potential with many innovative and diverse companies, 
especially through the SMEs and start-ups of the network. The SMEs account for a significant 
number of the European aerospace workforce and are the backbone for the European 
economy. They often work parallel in different sectors furthering the involvement of cross 
cutting innovation thanks to their high flexibility and agility. Their experience from cross-
sectoral activities is very relevant in the development of open innovation for sustainability 
topics.  

3. Proposal by EACP to Clean Aviation 
To fully use Europe’s innovation potential, it is crucial to widen the awareness and interest 
for the Clean Aviation programme in the aerospace sector to a larger group of potential 
project participants by raising visibility and understanding of the programme. EACP 



 
 
members could increase their participation in research and demonstration programme like 
Horizon Europe and Aeronautics Research partnerships like Clean Aviation or SESAR. 

Therefore, we specifically invite the European Partnership for Clean Aviation to use our 
network to invite our clusters and members to become more involved in the programme. 
The EACP network can be involved by creating a consultation body where aerospace 
networks (EACP, EASN, EREA…) could exchange with the future partnership. In the case of 
EACP, this will cascade to our SMEs and result in a stronger involvement in Clean Aviation 
projects. EACP and its members know their regional actors, their potential and are well 
positioned to activate and support their regional stakeholders.  

4. Specific advantages for the Clean Aviation Partnership by involving 

EACP in a consultation body: 

 EACP’s member clusters can increase awareness for the programme, activate for R&D 
research, directly address and incentivise their regional SME’s and start-ups 

 EACP can fully concentrate on the industrial members, especially the SME’s of our 
networks, and perfectly complement the contribution of EASN and EREA within the 
programme 

 EACP’s member clusters mostly incorporate local and regional authorities 

 A clearly defined strong link to exchange information between EACP (which involves 
the regions) and the JU results in more awareness about the programme on regional 
level allowing an exchange of information regarding hurdles, topics, deadlines, actors, 
outcomes etc. 

 Calls and partner searches can easily be shared to a much larger number of potential 
participants to improve the participation of SMEs by helping them to launch their 
innovative ideas through accessible European programme 

 Incorporating SMEs at an early stage of the research phase into new potential products 
and processes is essential to allow them to be integrated until the final production of 
future aerospace products and to be involved in global and competitive supply chains in 
the long run.  

 RIS3: An architectural link to the JU simplifies an alignment with regional aerospace 
strategies as regional authorities are part of cluster bodies. The Clean Sky MoUs of the 
first generation build a solid foundation to integrate regional aerospace players, but 
lack a working mechanism to fully involve all parties. This task can only be 
accomplished by clusters. Moreover, EACP can take along the currently not involved 
regions. 

 Through EACP, acknowledged technological roadmaps can align with the general 
objectives of Clean Aviation to facilitate a stronger link. More political support on 
regional and national level for civil aerospace research and development activities is 
essential.  EACP and its members can moderate this approach effectively between the 
different stakeholders from regional to national and international level. 

 EACP’s member clusters can raise more political support to increase awareness on 
regional and national level for civil aerospace research and development activities. 



 
 
 EACP can promote the benefits of air transport and the aerospace industrial supply chain 

in local press and more general outings. It is one of EACP’s main topics to positively 
promote aviation towards the civil society by focussing all the efforts in the 
contribution of to the European Green Deal. 

Given these facts, the 45 aerospace cluster of the EACP are highly motivated to bundle and 
focus the innovation competences of its SMEs and to actively contribute to the European 
Partnership for Clean Aviation programme. 

 

Contact: 

Phone:   +49 [0]40 22 70 19-478  

E-Mail:  info@eacp-aero.eu 

Website: www.eacp-aero.eu 
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